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North Woodward Financial - OHO Decision

￭ North Woodward operates a small retail brokerage business.  

￭ The Firm adopted FINRA’s AML small firm template without modification.  

￭ The Firm failed to conduct three years of independent testing of its AML 

program.

￭ The Panel found that North Woodward failed to adequately tailor their AML 

procedures to their business and failed to conduct independent testing.   

￭ The Firm was fined $25,000.
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Wells Fargo AWC - CIP Violation

￭ Between October 1, 2003 and October 19, 2012, the firms’ Customer

Identification Program (“CIP”) was deficient, in that it did not subject

certain new customers to identity verification in violation of NASD

Rule 3011 (b) and FINRA Rule 3310 (b).

￭ The Firm’s automated verification system failed to conduct client

verification on new customers that were issued previously used

account numbers. The system recognized the existing accounts as

already verified and thus new customers issued those accounts were

not reviewed.

￭ This resulted in the firms’ failure to conduct customer-identity

verification for nearly 220,000 accounts between 2003 and 2012.

￭ The Firm was fined $1.5 million.
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Lek Securities Corporation - OHO Decision

￭ Between January 1, 2008 and October 31, 2010, LEK offered automated 

access to the securities markets to clients with engage in high-volume, high-

frequency trading. 

￭ During that time period, the Firm employed an ad-hoc manual system to 

review for potentially suspicious manipulative trades.  

￭ The Panel found that LEK’s system, which consisted of ad-hoc undocumented 

manual trade reviews, was inadequate to capture potential manipulative 

trading based on the frequency and volumes executed on a real time basis.  

￭ The Panel also found that modifications made after regulatory notice, in the 

form of a Wash Sale Report, was also inadequate as their were no procedures 

for how the firm would utilize the report to monitor for suspicious activity.

￭ The Panel fined LEK $100,000. 
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Capital Path Securities - Order of Settlement

￭ Between June 2008 and February 2013, the firm through, Davis, its Principal 

and AMLCO, failed to establish and implement an adequate AML program to 

adequately identify, investigate and respond to red flags of potentially 

suspicious activity. 

￭ They allowed multiple customers, some with ties to each other or to issuers of 

penny stocks to liquidate blocks of stock without properly monitoring the 

accounts for suspicious activity. 

￭ The clients deposited and liquidated over 1.4 billion shares of penny stocks of 

22 issuers for proceeds of over $18 million.

￭ The Firm and Davis were fined $175,000 jointly and severally.   
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Case Study: Brown Brothers Harriman
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Case Study: Brown Brothers Harriman
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￭ Key Allegations: 

• Failure to have an adequate anti-money laundering program to monitor and 

detect suspicious penny stock transactions. BBH also did not have an 

adequate supervisory system to prevent the distribution of unregistered 

securities. 

￭ Facts:

• Omnibus Accounts opened for Foreign Financial Institutions (FFIs)located 

in bank-secrecy havens; 

• FFIs deposited billions of shares of low-priced securities at BBH;

• BBH failed to conduct a searching inquiry to determine if the shares were 

registered or subject to an exemption;

• BBH facilitated billions of penny-stock liquidations resulting in almost $1 

billion in proceeds for the underlying clients of the FFI; 
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Case Study: Brown Brothers Harriman
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￭ Facts: 

• failed to investigate red flags associated with the 

liquidations including reviewing contemporaneous 

market events, promotional campaigns, issuer’s history 

etc.  

• monitoring deficiencies further exacerbated as the firm 

allowed for the FFIs to refuse to provide information 

about their underlying clients

￭ Results:

• BBH fined $8 million 

• AMLCO fined $25,000, suspended for one month 
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Case Study: Wedbush
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Case Study: Halcyon
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￭ Key Facts:

• Firm’s procedures not tailored to its business

-“At present, the Firm will not engage in penny stocks”

-Liquidated 113 million shares of penny stocks in 

certificate form, and more in electronic form

• Firm’s procedures inadequate:

–“For business introduced to a clearing firm, the Firm will 

rely upon the clearing firm to make filings on its behalf and 

provide copies to the Firm”

–Suspicious activity reporting cannot be outsourced
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Case Study: Halcyon
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￭ Key Facts:

• Firm’s procedures not implemented

–Trading review limited to monthly review of trade blotter

–AMLCO unaware of exception reports and other methods 

described in firm’s procedures

￭ Results

• Firm expelled

• CEO and AMLCO/CCO barred
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Case Study: Aegis
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￭ Key Facts:

• In 2 years, 7 customers deposited and liquidated 3.9 

billion shares of microcap shares

• Sales generated $24.5 million in proceeds, $1.1 million 

in commissions

• One individual (ML) referred all of the customers and 

controlled several of the accounts

• ML had a disciplinary history
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Case Study: Aegis
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￭ Key Facts:

• Shares acquired through convertible debt agreement

• Deposit, liquidation, wire

• Promotional activity

• Sales significant percentage of outstanding shares

• Firm’s WSPs inadequate, relied on interested parties

• Firm failed to conduct reasonable inquiry

￭Results

• Firm fined $950,000

• CCOs and CEO suspended and fined
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Direct Access Partners
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Issue: Individual Liability
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Issue: Individual Liability
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Issue: Individual Liability
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Issue: Individual Liability
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Case Example: Anil Chaturvedi

￭ Facts:

￭ 2002: client dies

￭ 2003: RR claims contacts with client

￭ 2002-2009: numerous susp. money transfers involving 

clients—many 3rd party wires and many journals between 

apparently unconnected clients.  

￭ 2009: nephew informs RR that client had died and acct 

was created with his assets but in his aunt’s name as a 

shield for tax liability.  

￭ -
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Case Example: Anil Chaturvedi

￭ Facts:

• Suspicious reasons for transfers, usually to buy a house 

or to repay a loan and often accompanied by cryptic 

emails from RR 

• Falsified documents: pre-signed LOAs, LOAs where 

signatures cut and pasted into different documents, and 

account statements where the “Liabilities” section had 

been covered over with a blank paper.

￭ Result: 

￭ 18 month suspension, $60,000 fine
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Case Example: Harold Criswell/Timothy Dixon

￭ Facts:

• JR was a customer, Dixon was a registered 

representative, Criswell was Dixon’s supervisor and 

Branch Manager. 

• Red Flag: Frequent money movements ($3.8 million 

deposited and 1,302 checks written.

• Red Flag: Subpoena from the Ohio Division of Securities 

indicating investigation by an Ohio Grand Jury

• Red Flag: civil complaint alleging conversion from uncle

• Red Flag: JR had deposited at least 66 third-party stock 

certificates to his account.
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Case Example: Harold Criswell/Timothy Dixon

￭ Facts:

• Red Flag: JR repeatedly asked about the possibility of 

investing on behalf of others in his account

• Red Flag: JR informs Criswell that he used his account 

for others, had admitted he had committed fraud and 

expected to go to prison.

• Inquiry from AMLO re: large amounts of withdrawals

• Dixon responds: JR was “going to go in a different 

direction with the funds.”
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Case Example: Harold Criswell/Timothy Dixon

￭Result

• JR pleaded guilty to first degree felonies for selling 

unregistered securities, perjury, and forgery.  

• JR sentenced to 20 years in prison and ordered to pay 

$17.8 million in restitution.

• Dixon: 4 month suspension, $15,000 fine 

• Criswell: 30 day suspension, $10,000 fine. 
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Conclusion

Questions? 

Sarah Green

Sarah.green@finra.org

301-258-8505
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